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Summary I 

Summary 

A recent development is the integration of optoelectronic devices on the same chip, 

which is called an optoelectronic integrated circuit. A prerequisite for successful 

integration of devices are low-loss lateral interconnections, which could be realised by 

butt-coupling. Butt-couplings are made by using Selective Area Epitaxy to grow in a 

second growth step a structure in a recess etched into the original structure. In this work 

investigations are done on the optica} properties of the interconnections between two 

coupled passive waveguides, which are considered exemplary for interconnections. The 

waveguide structures are grown by Chemica} Beam Epitaxy and the recesses are etched 

by Reactive Ion Etching. Studies by Scanning Electron Microscopy and Spatially 

Resolved Photoluminescence as well as transmission measurements reveal various 

aspects of the interconnection and lead to a consistent model of the interconnection and 

its loss mechanisms. 

The physical assessment by Scanning Electron Microscope of the coupled waveguides 

shows a difference in growth behaviour in perpendicular directions. Also, enhanced 

vertical growth at the side-walls is observed when the recess is made by Reactive Ion 

Etching only. The resulting features provide a blue-shifi of the Spatially Resolved 

Photoluminescence signal. This effect has been eliminated by using a wet-chemica} etch 

of diluted Br2:CH30H after Reactive Ion Etching. Analysis by Spatially Resolved 

Photoluminescence reveals that regrowth quality is high. The measurements show less 

than Sme V energy shift near the lateral interconneet regions. 

Transmission measurements reveal that the regrown material is quite comparable to the 

original. Influence of different waveguide widths on transmission performance is not 

observed. The model used to calculate the opticalloss at an interconnection assumes two 

major causes for loss. These are reflection at an air interstice at the interconnection and 

vertical misalignment of the coupled waveguides. It is found that planarisation of 

waveguides is a cri ti cal issue in minimising loss of the optical signal. 

Our first results are pronusmg, since our best transmission results exhibit only 3dB 

transmission loss for two interconnections. This in agreement with the value calculated 

by the model. 
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Introduetion 1 

1 Introduetion 

The development of Gaxlnl-xAs/InP materials and technology is directed to the realisation 

of optoelectronic devices for optica} communication at a wavelength of 1.55~-tm. A 

recent development is to integrate different devices, like lasers and modulators, on the 

same chip. Therefore, a prerequisite to successful fabrication of pbotonic integrated 

circuits is the realisation of low-loss optica} interconnections. Therefore, control of 

growth and technology as well as the development of optical characterisation techniques 

are of major importance for the impravement of low-loss integrated optoelectronic 

circuits. 

Pbotonic integrated circuits require several manufacture steps in order to accommodate 

different structures with a disparity in their thicknesses and compositions. In various 

ways different device structures can be fabricated on a single substrate. 1'
2
'
3

'
4
'
5
'
6 The most 

promising route is multi-step ( embedded) Selective Area Epitaxy (SAE), since each 

individual device can be grown according to its own specific structure under optima} 

growth conditions. To that end the substrate surface must be partially masked with a 

dielectric material such as ShN4 or SiOx. Under appropriate growth conditions 

deposition is localised entirely on the III-V semiconductor material and not on the 

dielectric mask. Depending on the application, recesses can be etched through the mask 

openings to the required depth. Then, structures are grown embedded below the mask 

level in the recesses. 

Chemica} Beam Epitaxy (CBE) is a promising growth technique for SAE of 111-V 

epitaxial structures. The primary aim is to optimise growth conditions and etch 

processing in order to achieve good lateral conneetion between the various regions on 

the same sample, as is outlined in fig. 1. 1. The microscopie mechanism of growth is 

governed by the nucleation probability of the various crystallographic planes which 

bound the interconnection. The CBE growth conditions which are substrate temperature, 

V /111 ratio and growth rates, determine the growth rat es of the various crystallographic 

facets. Also, the (anisotropic) di:ffusion ofthe adsorbed species influences the final shape 

ofthe regrowth. Hereto, the (mis)orientation ofthe substrate is important for the growth 

process. In the case of embedded SAE the shape ofthe recess side-walls and under-etch 
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interconnection : 
- air interstice 
- vertical alignment 

? 
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growth step 2 

Figure 1.1 Problems in Selective Area Epitaxy. 

2 

? 
• . .. 

growth step 1 

of the mask, which both could cause shadowing, can limit the quality of lateral 

connections. 

As outlined above, the quality of the region around the lateral conneetion between 

optoelectronic structures requires detailed investigation. The damping of the optica} 

transmission due to an interconnection is investigated. Our samples contain a 

waveguiding core consisting of a Gaxln1_xAs/InP multi quanturn well (MQW). By SAE of 

a similar waveguide in a second step inside a recess etched into the original waveguide 

film. By means of a transmission measurement the optica} losses of this exemplary 

interconnection between passive waveguides are quantified. The optica! signallosses can 

be due to various reasons. Besides crystallographic effects also variations in layer 

thickness and in composition in the MQW lead to changes in the bandgap and the 

absorption of the core materiaL To determine the extent and nature of lateral variations 

inside a regrown structure, Spatially Resolved Photoluminescence (SRPL) experiments 

are performed. In our experimental set-up the geometrie excitation spot-size is 

approximately 1 Jlm. The sample can be moved in steps of 1 Jlm over a di stance of about 

25mm. This enables photoluminescence (PL) spectra to be taken at various positions on 

the sample. 

Both variatien in layer thickness and composition influence the bandgap and the width of 

the PL signal. To unravel the contributing factors to the PL signal, a structure consisting 
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of several QWs with different layer thicknesses is grown. SRPL measurements to identify 

the nature of the possible changes are made by scans along perpendicular directions over 

the interconneet region. 

In order to determine the loss of the optical signal caused by the connecting interfaces 

and the regrown material, the optical transmission of the integrated waveguides is 

measured at Delft University of Technology. Also, computer simulations are carried out 

in order to interpret these opticallosses. 

These detailed investigations contribute to the understanding of the specific problems 

involved in SAE. Insight into various aspects of epitaxial growth and technology will 

eventually lead to a better performance of integrated circuits of optoelectronic devices 

made by SAE. 

In chapter 2, the growth and processing technology for the fabrication of SAE structures 

by CBE is outlined. The description of the samples which are studied is given in 

appendix A. 

The theory in order to interpret crystal growth is given in chapter 3, while the theorical 

background and the experimental set-ups which are necessary for investigations of the 

optica} properties of the samples are treated in chapter 4. 

The measurement results obtained by Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and SRPL 

as well as transmission measurements are given and discussed in chapter 5. In chapter 6, 

the various techniques which have been applied are compared and conclusions are drawn 

from this pioneer work. 
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2 Growth and technology 

2.1 Chemical Beam Epitaxy 

Selective Area Epitaxy (SAE) of Gaxint-xAs/InP structures is carried out usmg the 

Chemica! Beam Epitaxy (CBE) growth technology. Here, the starting materials of the 

well-known technique Metal Organic Vapour Phase Epitaxy (MOVPE) are used, which 

are group III metalorganics and group V hydrides. Beams of these species are introduced 

into an UHV growth chamber under conditions of molecular flow. The growth 

mechanism of CBE differs from the (sub-) atmospheric pressure growth process of 

MOVPE. 7
•
8
•
9 In CBE the thermally stabie species (i.e., the hydrides) are precracked by a 

high temperature injector. In this way, the cracking of group V species is independent of 

the substrate temperature. However, the complete metalorganic (MO) molecules arrive 

at the sample surface during the CBE growth process, while in MOVPE partial 

decomposition takes place in the gas phase. 10 It is known that the molecular species have 

longer diffusion lengtbs than the atomie species and that group III species is the species 

which determines the growth rate under group V excess. 11 The UHV conditions in the 

CBE growth chamber imply that the mass transfer of species is ballistic. Therefore, when 

the beams arrive at an angle to the substrate surface at the edges of recessed areas, 

shadow effects will occur. 12 In MOVPE the molecules arrive at the surface via diffusion 

through the gas phase. In general, the selectivity is determined by desorption of group III 

species from the masked areas. 13 

In the CBE system (Riber CBE 32P)14 as shown in fig. 2.1, the growth takes place by 

surface chemica! reactions between the species and the heated substrate. F or the epitaxial 

growth by CBE of Gaxint-xAs/InP heterostructures triethylgallium (TEGa), 

trimethylindium (TMin), arsine (AsH3,100%) and phosphine (PH3,100%) are used as 

souree materials. The group III alkyls are introduced as a vapour without a carrier gas 

via a low temperature cell. The group V hydrides arsine and phosphine are thermally 

decomposed by a high temperature precracking cell. Each gas flux impinges at an angle 

of approximately 50° on a InP (100) substrate, which is either nominally exactly oriented 

or zo off-oriented towards (11 0). Via a run/vent procedure the souree gases are either 

lead into the growth chamber or removed from the outgoing line by a scrubber. All gas 

flow rates are regulated by Mass Flow Controllers (MFCs). In the growth chamber a 
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vent 1ine 

hydride injector 

meta1organic injector 

TMin TEGa 
Figure 2.1 Schematic set-up of Chemica} Beam Epitaxy (CBE), consisting of a UHV growth 

chamber with a hybrides injector and a metalorganics injector. The sample is mounted 

on a rotating sample block. (By courtesy ofR.T.H. Rongen, PhD Thesis (1996)). 

basic pressure of about 1 o-9 T orr is achieved, while the pressure during growth is in the 

1 o-s Torr range. The substrate wafer is mounted on a molybdenum sample block. The 

substrate temperature, between 515 and 530°C, which is suitable for lattice matched 

growth of Gaxlnt-xAs, is monitored by an optica! pyrometer focused on an InP reference 

piece. Growth is performed using V /III ratios between 1. 6 and 7. 6 and growth rates of 

0.3 to 0.6J.I.m/h. The transitions between InP and Gaxln1_xAs layers are optirnised via a 

growth interruption sequence. 15 At each interface, the surface is smoothened under the 

appropriate group V flux. At the InP to Gaxln1-xAs interface a short substitution of P by 

As takes place. It is proved by X-ray measurements that the lower (lnP~Gaxln1_xAs) and 

upper interface (Gaxlnt-xAs~lnP) of a quanturn well (QW) both consist of a single 

monolayer InAso.sP0.5.
16 
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group m fluxes group V fluxes 

mask 

Figure 2.2 Shadowing geometry of etched recesses during the CBE growth process. 

The growth of the particular Gaxlnl-xAs and InP layers is optimised with respect to the 

excess of group V flux. Under group V excess the growth rate is only determined by the 

arrival rate of the total of group 111 species. The choice of the V /111 ratio is based u pon 

surface morphology as well as electrical and optica} properties. 17
'
18 For embedded SAE 

some problems result from the shadowing geometry of the etched recess. Specifically, 

due to the non-perpendicular impinging beam fluxes ( see fig. 2.1) both the side-walls of 

the etched recess and the under -et eh of the mask introduce shadowing during the ballistic 

growth process. As shown in fig. 2.2, the shadowed areas receive only 50% of the total 

flux and can therefore be expected to grow at only half of the 'planar' rate. 19 The 

negative effect ofthis shadowing and the under-etch ofthe mask has to be evereome by 

ensuring suflicient surface ditfusion of the group 111 species. 20 The growth conditions, 

the crystallographic structure of the surface, the substrate orientation and the 

( anisotropic) ditfusion behaviour influence the final shape of the regrown area. 

2.2 Processing 

2.2.1 Waveguide-waveguide coupling 

Recesses have to be etched into a waveguide structure which is grown by CBE. Thereto, 

a 1 OOnm thick ShN4 layer is deposited by Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapour Deposition 

(PECVD). A pattem is defined in positive photoresist (S1805) by contact illumination 

and transferred in the Si3N4 film by Reactive Ion Etching (RIE) with CHF3. The mask 

lay-out is given in fig. 2.3. The pattemed windowsare used for SRPL measurements and 

the pattemed reetangles are used for transmission measurements. Several pattems are 

oriented along [011] and [0-11] directions. After removal ofthe photoresist, the recess 

pattem is etched into the sample by RIE, employing an altemate C~:H2 etching and 0 2 
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Figure 2.3 

SOOJ.Im 
+-------> ~ 

IIIIIISOOJ.Imiiiiiii 111111 --- 250J.1m!

IOOJ.1m~-

50J.~m•

IOJ.1m --

IO~m 
.. . . 

.........................• 

....................... -· 
············-

---

Mask lay-out: the upper pattem windows (10-50-100-250-500J.Lm by 500J.Lm) are used 

for SRPL measurements and the lower rectangular patterns (100-300-500-700-900J.Lm 

by 90J.Lm) for transmission measurements. In a second processing step after regrowth, 

the dotted ridge waveguides are etched. Three ridge waveguides containing a regrown 

length are separated by five standard waveguides without regrowth. 

descumming process. The recesses are etched to a depth of about 2J..Lm with an etch rate 

of 27nm/min. Residual polymers are removed by an 0 2 plasma in a barrel stripper. The 

cross sectien of the samples is observed by Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) to 

confirm the sample structure and to determine the recess depth. Additionally, the depth 

ofthe recesses is measured with an alpha-stepper. Befere regrowth by CBE, the partially 

masked substrates are cleaned in 5% phosphoric acid for 2 min. In later grown samples, 

the RIE etched recesses are post-treated by wet-chemically etching with diluted 

Br2:CH30H (0.1% solution in CH30H at room temperature, for 15 sec). 
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2.2.2 Waveguide etching 

After regrowth, waveguides have to be defined for transmission measurements. The 

optical mode profile is confined in the vertical direction by cladding layers of high 

refractive index. In order to achieve low-loss of the optical signal the mode profile must 

also be confined in the lateral direction. Hereto, ridge waveguides of 0.33J...Lm depth and 

2, 3 and 4J...Lm widths are etched into the material (see fig. 2.4). The sizes ensure that only 

a single mode propagates in the waveguides. 21 For the fabrication of the ridge 

waveguides a 1 OOnm thick Si3N4 layer is deposited by PECVD on the sample. The ridge 

waveguides pattem (see the dotted lines in fig. 2.3) is defined in positive photoresist 

(AZ5214E) by contact illumination and transferred in the Si3N4 film by RIE with CHF3 . 

After removal of the photoresist, the ridge waveguides are etched up to 30nm in the 

MQW film by RIE with alterna te CH4 :H2 etching and 0 2 descumming. F or the optical 

measurements the samples are cleaved perpendicular to the waveguides. 22 

detching=O. 3 3 J...lm 

width=2-3-4J...Lm 

I 
I 

InP 

I 
I 

I 
I 

InP / 

I 

I 
I 

I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 

/ 60 periods 

Figure 2.4 Ridge waveguide etched into the MQW film. 

tcladding=O. 3 J...lm 

twaveguide=O. 6 J...lm 

' ', 
' ' ' ' ', 

' ' ' ' ' 

tbarrier=6nm 

twen=3nm 

' ' ' ' ' ' 
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2.3 Recess etching 

Wet-chemically etching ofGa)n1_xAs/lnP using Br2:CH30H is crystal facet selective. The 

etch rate depends u pon temperature and concentration of the chemicals. Fig. 2. 5 shows a 

partly masked (100) InP substrate along two perpendicular directions after wet

chemically etching by concentrated Br2:CH30H (10% at room temperature). This results 

in different etch shapes of the side-walls: the V -groove along [0 11] direction (fig. 2 . SA) 

and the so-called dove-tail along [0-11] direction (fig. 2.5B). These etch shapes are 

formed due to the relative etch rates of the different crystal planes. Fast etching planes 

etch away to leave a structure bounded by the slowest etching planes. F or this specific 

wet-chemica! etch, the etching stops at the (111)A facets .23 In fig . 2.5B in [0-11] 

direction, slight under-etch of the mask and the occurrence of (111)A facets are 

observed. 

Figure 2.5 

InP (100) 

~ [01-1] 

t 
[0-1-1] 

(A) (B) 

Wet-chemically etching by use of Br2:CH30H (10% at room temperature) of a masked 

(100) InP substrate, giving a (A) V-groove in [011] direction and a (B) dove-tail in 

[0-11] direction. 
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Reactive Ion Etching (RIE) exhibits no selectivity on crystal facet, which is illustrated by 

a RIE etched recess in a (100) InP substrate shown in fig. 2.6A. By accelerating in an 

electric field, ions are made to bombard the substrate with controlled energy. This 

process provides etching with no selectivity on crystal facet and with no mask 

undercutting. As can be seen in fig. 2.6A, the recess side-walls have a slight slope of 

approximately 80° . Aft er the RIE process the residu al C impurities are removed by 0 2 

descumming. Some side-wall roughness is present as well as in the case of wet

chemically etching using concentrated Br2:CH30H. A RIE etched recess side-wall which 

has been post-treated by wet-chemically etching by making use of diluted Br2:CH30H, is 

shown in fig . 2.6B. 

Figure 2.6 

(A) (B) 

RIE etched recess in a masked (100) InP substrate: (A) without wet-chemica! post

treatment and (B) with post-treatment of wet-chemically etching by making use of 

Br2: CH30H (0.1% solution in CH30H at room temperature, for 15 sec) 

2.4 Sampledescription 

In appendix A the sample description is given of the CBE grown samples which are 

treated in this work. In order to investigate the interconnection of waveguide-waveguide 

coupling, samples 1 and 2 are grown. Samples 1 and 2 are coupled waveguides grown 

respectively in RIE etched recesses and in RIE etched recesses which are wet-chemically 

post-treated by Br2:CH30H. In order to examine the variations in the composition or the 

layer thickness of the regrowth in recesses, samples 3 and 4 are grown. Samples 3 and 4 

consist offour different QWs (3, 5, 12 and 20nm well thickness) which are embedded in 
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respectively 2° off-oriented towards (110) and exactly oriented (100) InP substrates. 

These RIE etched recesses which are wet-chemically post-treated with Br2:CH30H. 

2.5 Scanning Electron Microscopy 

A Scanning Electron Microscope (Jeol JSM-6400 F) is used to make cross sectional 

views of the SAE samples. The resolution for semiconductor material is up to 5nm in 

lateral direction under optimum conditions ( >20kV). Before cross sectional investigation 

by SEM, the Gaxln1.xAs marker layers revealing the InP growth front development, are 

stain-etched in K3Fe(CN)6/KOH solution. 10 The images are recorded on Polaroid film or 

digitally by computer (1024x1024 bytes/pixels). 
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3 Crystal habits 

3.1 Crystal growth 

The difference of the chemica! potentials between sourees and substrate, which is a 

function of pressure and temperature, represents the thermadynamie driving force for 

crystallisation to occur. 25 The state of supersaturation leads to crystal growth. If growth 

is not limited by the supply of reactants, the growth kinetics can be related to the growth 

precursors as well as to the different bonding situations on different crystal facets. The 

molecules impinging on the surface have to undergo an adsorption process, foliowed by 

chemica! reactions and surface diffusion with final incorporation of the elements into the 

lattice, or desorption. Substrate orientation, anisotropic diffusion of the different species 

and interfacet diffusion affect the growth of crystal facets. 

To study in a schematic way the growth of crystals, a Kossel crystal representation is 

used (see fig. 3.1). Atoms are displayed as simple cubes. The number of face-to-face 

centacts between cubes is a measure of the degree of crystallisation, or of the bonding 

energy holding a cube in or onto the crystal. Near chemica! equilibrium, a new cube 

added to a crystal will have a better chance of remaining if a larger number of face-to

face centacts is formed. The life-cycle of a singular atom which arrives at a stepped 

crystal surface, includes the following separate elementary processes. 26 Aft er the 

adsorption of the atom on a terrace between the steps, this adat om can migrate towards 

a step. This can either lead to the incorporation of the adatom in the kinks along the 

steps, which results in advancement of the steps and hence to the growth of the crystal in 

the direction normal to its surface, or lead to evaporation of the adat om. 

Two-dimensional growth which is dominated by incorporation of adatoms at surface 

steps, is called step flow growth. The density of steps depends on the degree of 

misorientation, which is drawn in fig. 3 .1 with angle B. The terrace length is defined as 

the average separation between steps of single monolayer height. A crystal surface which 

is bounded by a true geometrical plane, has no steps available for growth. In this case the 

formation of nuclei of a critica! size is a precursor state for layer-by-layer growth. This 

may negatively influence the growth rate due to increased desorption. 
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Figure 3.1 

13 

+----- Às ----+ 

9 

Kossel representation of a cubic plane containing a surface step of monolayer height 

growing through surface diffusion; A. is the mean distance covered by adatoms and 8 is 

the angle of surface misorientation towards the nearest singular plane. 

Atoms can occupy different sites: 1) adsorbed onto the plane, 2) incorporated into a 

kink, 3) adsorbed at a step, 4) clustered in a 2D nucleus on the surface or 

5) incorporated into the crystal. 

The difference between growth behaviour on exactly oriented and misoriented surfaces 

results in a different surface morphology. In case of an exactly oriented surface, layer-by

layer growth takes place after formation of 2D nuclei. As a result of the long terrace 

lengths, smooth interfaces are formed. Also, the growth rate on an exactly oriented 

substrate is lower than on a misoriented substrate, which is a consequence of the 

nucleation harrier resulting from the formation of nuclei. The growth temperature has to 
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be low to prevent group 111 clustering, which introduces defects. On a misoriented 

surface steps serve as starting sites for step flow growth. Such a misoriented surface 

contains fewer defects, since group 111 clustering is prevented by step flow growth. 

3.2 Crystal structure 

The crystal structure of III-V compounds is the zine-blende lattice?7 This structure 

consists of two interpenetrating face-centered cubic sublattices, one for each type of 

atom. Each atom on one sublattice is tetrahedrally surrounded by and covalently bonded 

to four nearest neighbours on the other sublattice. A monolayer is defined from one 

group V layer to the next one. 

In fig. 3.2 the three major crystalline surfaces are depicted.28 In fig. 3.2A the (100) 

surface which is terminated by cubically arranged V or 111 atoms, is shown. Every atom 

is bound by two ofits sp3-bonds to atoms ofthe layer lyingjust below. The other two are 

free, dangling bonds. Deposition of an at om does not alter the net number of unsaturated 

bonds over the surface. 

The (110) surface, which is displayed in fig. 3.2B, contains equal numbers of 111 and V 

atoms. Every atom is connected by one bond with the next lower-lying layer. Two bonds 

extend in the surface plane to the two next-nearest neighbours and the fourth is dangling. 

Atoms in a (110) surface form zigzag-chains. For each chain to be formed a nucleation 

harrier has to be overcome. The first atom to start the formation of a new layer can make 

only one bond into the existing surface and so three dangling bonds are created. This is a 

harrier for deposition of the first atom of a chain. Subsequent atoms to form a single 

chain can be deposited without increasing the number of dangling bonds. 

F or ( 111) surfaces containing closely spaeed planes of atoms, two cases can be 

distinguished, one for each atom type as shown in figs. 3 .2C. Bither the surface is group 

111 terminated, which is the (111 )A surface, or the surface is group V terminated, which 

is the (111)B surface. On the (111) surface the topmost atoms are bound by three bonds 

and have only one dangling bond. However, depositing atoms can form only one bond to 

a specific (111) surface. To start growth on a (111)A plane it is required to have three 

adsorbed group V atoms onto which a single group 111 atom can be deposited. For the 

(111 )B plane the situation is reverse. 
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Figure 3.2 
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Figure 3.3 Top view of the (2x4) surface reconstruction ofthe (100) surface. 

However, a real crystal surface is not a truncated bulk structure. A bulk crystal structure 

is determined by the intemal chemical energy of the atoms forming the crystal with a 

certain number of nearest neighbours. At the surface the number of neighbours is 

suddenly altered. The spatial geometries which provide the lowest energy configuration 

in the bulk, may not provide the lowest energy configuration at the surface. The surface 

may be changed in order to acquire a lower energy. The more closely packed a crystal 

plane is and the smaller the density of unsaturated honds, the smaller the surface energy 

is. Consequently, a readjustment or a 'reconstruction' of the surface honds and atoms 

towards an energy minimising contiguration takes place. Under normal CBE conditions a 

group V stabilised (100) surface is always (2x4) reconstructed (see fig. 3.3): groups of 

three parallel group V dimers are formed, separated by a missing dim er row. 29 The 

reconstructions ofthe (110) and (111) crystal surfaces are not considered here. 

3.3 Surface diffusion 

Following the adsorption onto the surface, surface ditfusion of the adatom takes place. 

The mean distance As the adatoms can cover during their lifetime on the surface is called 

the ditfusion length. This length is determined by the bonding situation on the crystal 

facet and the surface reconstruction. In 111-V materials it are notably the group 111 
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species which are mobile. When the bond density of the volatile group V atoms on the 

surface decreases, the group lil molecules become more mobile and thus the migration 

lengths increase. On the (2x4) reconstructed (100) surface (see fig. 3.3) anisotropic 

diffusion of the group III species parallel to the dimers dominates, i.e. along [0-11].30 

Additionally, if the surface is misoriented in such a way that steps exist perpendicular to 

[0-11] direction, the group lil species preferentially diffuse towards the surface steps in 

order to be incorporated. 31
'
32 

Thus, a low V /lil ratio greatly lengthens the lifetimes of singular group III atoms and 

then these are able to migrate long er distances during growth. 33 Generally, the distance 

to attach to a 2D nucleus on a planar surface is longer than the terrace length on a 

misoriented surface. As a result of the longer lifetimes on a planar surface higher chances 

exist for the adatoms to desorb. Therefore, the growth rateon planar surfaces is lower.34 

InP and Gaxln1.xAs exhibit the same growth behaviour with the exception that the group 

III Ga atom diffusion length is assumed to be larger than the group III In diffusion 

length. 35 A high growth temperature also contributes to an increase of the surface 

diffusion lengths. 

lf the diffusion length is longer than a specific facet, migration of atoms occurs from a 

plane with fewer dangling bonds to one with a larger number of dangling bonds. Thus, 

diffusion towards a plane with a smaller diffusion length takes place. This is called 

interfacet diffusion. Interfacet diffusion complicates the determination of individual 

growth rates and diffusion lengths. 

In fig. 3.2 the dangling bond configurations of various surfaces are compared. Both in 

InP and Gaxln1.xAs, the diffusion length on the (111)B crystal planeis longer than on the 

( 1 00) plane due to the lower density of dangling bonds. This means that during exposure 

of a (100) plane adjacenttoa (111)B plane, the atoms migrate from the (111)B towards 

the (100) plane. In contrast, when a (100) plane and (111)A plane are adjacent, 

migration towards the (111)A plane takes place. This is a consequence of the higher 

dangling bond density of (111)A. The difference in diffusion lengths of the group lil 

species Ga and In as well as a possible preferential desorption of Ga could result in In

rich Gaxlnt-xAs on (111) planes.36 
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4 Optical analysis 

4.1 Photoluminescence 

Absorption of light with an energy h v exceeding the fundamental bandgap Eg of a semi

conductor generates electrans in the conduction band and holes in the valenee band (see 

fig. 4.1). Both carriers relax to the bottorn of the bands, where they can recombine via 

radiative or non-radiative pracesses. In the latter case, the energy is releasedas phonons. 

In the former case, the recombination radiation which is called photoluminescence (PL ), 

is emitted at a photon energy equal to or lower than the bandgap. In the recombination 

pracess carriers or excitons are involved. The carriers are either free electrans and holes 

occupying energy levels in conduction and valenee band (band-band recombination), or 

electrans and holes bound to ionised impurities. In each of the above mentioned 

recombination pracesses different energies are involved. 

hv 
e 

e 
------~~----~----------~~--------------~~----~-r- conduction 

D D band 

------~~----~----~------------------------------+-~-- valenee 

Figure 4.1 

·- ------------------------------------·-
h 

band 

Radiative processes for PL in a semiconductor. Absorption of light (h v) generates 

electrans (e) in the conduction band and holes (h) in the valenee band. Both carriers 

relax to the extrema of the bands. When an exciton (X) recombines, the photon energy 

is the bandgap Eg minus the exciton binding energy. Impurity (A, D) related 

transitions with photon energies below the bandgap can also take place. 
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An exciton is an electron-hole pair bound by Coulomb interaction. The recombination 

energy of the exciton equals the bandgap minus the electron-hole pair binding energy. 

F or bulk material the exciton binding energy Ex is given by 

(4.1) 

with m0 the electron mass, s, the static dielectric constant and RH the Rydberg energy of 

the hydrogen at om ( 13. 6e V), m, is the reduced effective mass of the exciton according to 

m, -1 =me -1 + mh -1
, where me and mh are the masses of electron and hole respectively. 

Theexciton bindingenergyin bulk Gao47lllo 53As is 2.0meV. Theexciton diffuses through 

the semiconductor lattice as a free exciton or is localised by an impurity as a bound 

exciton. At high temperature (kT~ Ex which means for Gao47In053As T ~ 24K) excitons 

are no longer formed since they are dissociated by phonon scattering. Thus, if 

measurements are performed well below 24K excitons are localised. If the excitation 

density is too high, higher subbands will be occupied, which can lead to screening of the 

lower levels. 37 

In the i deal case of a sharp band edge, photon absorption would appear to begin abruptly 

at the energy of the lewest bandgap and increase with the density of available electron 

states for higher photon energies. In reality the energy bands are not abrupt, but extend 

into the energy gap. These extensions are known as band-tails and originate from 

impurities. Consequently, the absorption coefficient a as a function of photon energy 

does not have the discontinuous increase at the bandgap as expected in the ideal case, 

but exhibits exponential behaviour. This is known as Urbach's Rule and given by38 

(4.2) 

for photon energies h v below the bandgap energy. 

4.1.1 Composition dependenee 

The bandgap energy depends on the composition and thickness of the specific material 

layer. A small deviation of the Ga concentratien x in GaJn1_xAs from the required value 

for perfect lattice match to InP (i.e., x = 0.463) leads to considerable changes in the 

bandgap energy Eg. From PL and X-ray diffraction measurements a fit ofthe relationship 

Eg versus x is drawn by the solid line in fig. 4.2 and can be expressed by9 
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Bandgap of Gaxln1.xAs as a function of Ga concentration x. The dashed curve is 

determined by Goetz et al. 39 and the solid curve is corrected for strain and temperature 

effects. 

(4.3) 

with E/nAs = 0.4105eV and EgaaAs = 1.5192eV at 2K. The bowing parameter C = 0.475 

describes the deviation of Eg(x) from linearity between the two extremes E/nAs and 

EgGaAs. Thus, the dependenee is at 2K in the range 0.45 <x< 0.49 fitted by 

Eg(x)i
2

K = 0.4105+0.6337x+0.475x2 (4.4) 

In this approximation, the influence of the hydrastatic strain on the band-offset is not 

taken into account. The strain effect on the bandgap as calculated by T. Y. Wang et al. 40
, 

and the fact that the PL and X-ray measurements to determine Eg(x) have been 

performed at different temperatures are included in the solid curve in fig. 4.2.41 
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4.1.2 Layer thickness dependenee 

Besides composition dependence, the optica! transition energy is also influenced by layer 

thickness. A semiconductor layer with a smaller bandgap sandwiched between material 

with a larger bandgap is called a double heterostructure (see fig. 4.3). By reducing the 

thickness dof the layer to d < AneBrogtie which is for Gao.47Illo.s3As approximately 12nm 

the energy levels are confined in the structure as a result of quanturn effects. A double 

heterostructure of this thickness is called a quanturn well (QW). The layer must be thick 

enough (d > 2nm) so that the layer still has the properties of the macroscopie materiaL 

The quanturn confinement provides discrete energy levels in the direction perpendicular 

to the layer. In the direction parallel to the layer no quantisation is expected and hence 

the energy bands are continuous as in bulk materiaL The degeneracy between the heavy 

hole (hh) and light hole (lh) band present in bulk, is lifted in the quanturn well situation. 

In lattice matched Gaxin1_xAs the lewest energy state is the electron-heavy hole (el-hhl) 

exciton. The PL peak is due to the el-hhl recombination. The energy levels depend on 

the bandgap, the band-offset which is the bandgap ratio over conduction and valenee 

band, the effective masses and the thickness ofthe QW. 

By means of a computer program called 'iga', which is made by C.M. van Es and based 

on a theory of M.F. Schuurmans42, the transition energies in a QW as function of well 

thickness can be calculated.43 In fig. 4.4 the transition energy Eet-.hhl -Ex versus well 

thickness is shown of Gao.4ssino.542As between InP with band-offsets of 45% and 55% at 

e 

hh 

lh 

\ I 

(A) (B) 

Figure 4.3 Energy bands of (A) a bulk semiconductor and (B) a QW; in the conduction band Ec 

electron bands (e) are formed, while in the valenee band Ev (light, heavy) hole bands 

(lh,hh) are formed. 
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we11 thickness (nm) 

Figure 4.4 Transition energy E.J~hhl -Ex versus well thickness of a Gao.4sslllo.s4zAs QW between 

InP layers. This calculation is done by program 'iga' made by C.M. van Es. 
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Figure 4.5 Exciton binding energy as a function ofwell thickness in a Gao.47Ino53As QW.44 
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2K. Corrections are included for the interfaces and for the exciton binding energy which 

also depends on wen thickness (see fig. 4.5).44 As mentioned in chapter 2, interfaces 

between the binary and temary material consist of a monolayer InAs0.5P0.5.45 The strain 

due to the different composition at the interfaces and the increased effective wen 

thickness affect the optical characteristics ofthe QW. Thicker wens ( ~ 20nm) in fig. 4.4 

resembie bulk materiaL 

Different wen widths lead to a broadening or a shift of the PL signal. 46•47•48 The PL peaks 

for different wen widths can be distinguished, if the difference in transition energy equals 

or exceeds 1 Ome V. Consiclering fig. 4.4 wen widths, fluctuations of a single monolayer 

can be resolved for Gao.4ssillo.542As wens smaner than 3nm, which are sandwiched 

between InP. In fig. 4. 6 two interfaces with interface roughness of one monolayer height 

are drawn. If the lateral size of the interface roughness is larger than the exciton 

diameter, the exciton recombinations of the different wen widths are splitted in separate 

PL peaks under the condition that the wens are smaner than 3nm. In case of a lateral size 

of the interface roughness smaner than the exciton diameter the PL signal broadens, since 

discrete exciton transitions of the different wen widths cannot be distinguished. On 

nominany exactly oriented substrates incomplete monolayers give rise to wen width 

fluctuations. In QW structures on misoriented substrates an intrinsic surface roughness is 

present due to the stepped surface on which the wens are grown. The terrace length of a 

Figure 4.6 

InP 

ex ei ton 

InP 

InP 

InP 

Interfaces between well and barriers. When the lateral size of roughness is smaller than 

the exciton diameter, the PL signal broadens. 
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surface which is 2° off-oriented towards (110) is approximately 9nm. The exciton 

diameter in Gao.471Ilo.53As is approximately 20nm. lf the terrace length between the steps 

is larger than the exciton diameter, the exciton could thermalise to the thicker 

well. 49·50·51·52 D. Grützmacher et al. 53 showed that at 4.2K excitons localise in Gaxlnt-xAs 

QWs of various thicknesses, since separate PL peaks can then be distinguished. 

Therefore, the exciton ditfusion length at 4.2K is too small for an exciton to migrate by 

its thermal energy to an other terrace of thicker well width. Before a ditfusion length is 

attained which is large enough for the exciton to thermalise to a thicker well, the exciton 

Coulomb interaction is already broken by phonon scattering at 24K. 54·55 

4.1.3 Spatially Resolved Photoluminescence (SRPL) set-up 

In order to measure the composition and the thickness variatien in the ingrown regions 

SRPL technique has been used.The SRPL set-up is schematically shown in fig. 4.7. 

photodetector 

pinhole 
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semi
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semi
mirror 

lens 

filter 

CCD-array 

........ I : : : : : : : -:: : ~ : : ~~f :f' monochromator ~ 
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Figure 4.7 

xy-table 
controller 

PC 
OMANIR 

Schematic Spatially Resolved Photoluminescence (SRPL) set-up consisting of an 

Ar+-laser, a sample in a cryostat on a rnaving xy-table and a monochromator with 

CCD-array detector, which is controlled by OMANIR program. 
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The 514. 5nm line from an Ar+ -ion laser is used for optica} excitation. A density filter can 

attenuate the excitation power. The measurements are made over a range of excitation 

power densities from 5 to 50 kW/cm2
. By means of a reflective microscope objective 

(1.45cm working distance; 0.4NA; 25x enlargement), the laser light is focused onto the 

sample in a spot with a geometrie diameter of minimally 1. 1 J..tm. The sample is mounted 

on a xy-table. The position of the sample is controlled by two micrometer stages, which 

are geared down and backlash compensated. This allows the laser beam to scan across 

the sample in orthogonal directions with a minimal step-size of 1 J..tm. The sample is 

cooled in a flow-cryostat to helium temperature in order to obtain excitonic PL and to 

prevent exciton migration out of the optica} excitation/collection spot. This would lead 

to a decrease of the lateral resolution of the SRPL. The PL light emanating from the 

sample is collimated through the reflective microscope objective. By means of a half

transmitting mirror and a lens the light is imaged on the 400J..tm slit of a monochromator. 

The monochromator is equipped with a 75 grooves/mm grating, which results in 

detection wavelength window of 160nm. The nitrogen cooled linear CCD-array detector 

has a blaze of 900 to 1600J..tm. Calibration is performed by the emission lines of an Ar

lamp. The detector and grating resolutions are together 1nm and the inaccuracy 

introduced when changing the monochromator range is 2nm. A computer program 

OMANIR, which stands for Optica} Multi-channel Analyser Near InfraRed range, 

controls the detector and monitors the signal. Alignment of the laser beam is 

accomplished by a combination of coarse positioning by adjusting lenses and mirror 

positions, foliowed by fine positioning by slightly moving the cryostat until the PL 

intensity is at maximum. Focusing through a pinhole and a photodetector ensures that the 

laser light arrives at the sample surface perpendicularly. The xy-table can be tilted in 

order to achieve perpendicular incidence. 
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4.2 Optical transmission 

A ridge waveguide·(see fig. 2.4) consists of a transparent MQW core with refractive 

index nf sandwiched between two transparent InP cladding layei=S of lower refractive 

index ninP· Vertical confinement of the optical field is achieved by the refractive index 

step. Optical confinement in lateral direction is achieved by etching a ridge, introducing a 

reduction of the refractive index of the region outside the ridge. In an ideal ridge 

waveguide the optical signal propagates without any loss. However, in reality losses can 

arise from absorption by the core material and scattering loss from the side-walls. The 

loss a [cm-1
] ofthe optical signalis defined as 

10log(;) 
0 a=----"--

L 

(4.5) 

with P equal to the power left after travelling a distance L [cm] and Po is the initial 

optica! power. The attenuation of the optical signal in a waveguide is the sum of optical 

losses which arise from absorption by the core material and from scattering at 

roughnesses in the waveguide. Due to the possible existence of band-tails low-loss 

waveguides must have bandgaps well-removed from the wavelength of the transmitted 

light. Light absorption takes place for energy close to the absorption edge. Transparency 

for the optical transmission of the waveguide structure is achieved at a bandgap less than 

1.4!lm, when the wavelength range of interest is 1. 5 5!lm. It has been shown that losses 

as low as 3dB/cm can be produced in our materiaL However, for SAE (as shown 

schematically in fig. 1.1) additional losses of the optical signal due to reflection at air 

interstices and due to vertical misalignment can occur. 

4.2.1 Reflection lossatan air interstice 

The characteristics of light waves change as they progress through boundaries of various 

materials, they are reflected and refracted. In the case that a wave impinges on the 

interface separating two different media, a portion of its incident power is diverted back 

as a reflected wave, while the remainder is transmitted across the boundary as a refracted 

wave. Consiclering this ray-optic representation of light, the transmittance T is calculated 

(that is: the remaining fraction of the input power after passing a single interconnection 

between two coupled waveguides) of light impinging with an angle at the waveguide 

surface (due to crystal facets). 37 The light used during the measurements is TE-polarised. 

The transmittance T TE in which the field is parallel to the plane of incidence, is defined by 

the Fresnel equations being the ratio ofthe transmitted and the incident power.38 
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(4.6) 

in which n; and n1 are the refractive indices of two homogeneaus dielectric media at 

either si de of an interface and 8; and 8r are the incident and transmitted angles. 

At normal incidence, 8; = 0, the formula is simplified to T TE = ( 
4

n
1
\ 2 . 

n1 +n; 

The refractive index of a MQW -film for TE-polarised light, can be calculated by 

(4.7) 

in which d is the layer thickness and the subscript w denotes the well and b the harrier. 

So, we now can calculate that the refractive index of our MQW is 3.28 (with n1nP = 3.17 

and nGa0.47In0.53As = 3.5, at a well thickness of 3nm and a harrier thickness of 6nm). With 

this refractive index, the transmittance T TE is calculated as a function of angle of 

incidence as shown in fig. 4.8. 
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Transmittance of TE-polarised light as a function of the angle of incidence for a 60 

periods MQW 3nm Ga~).47111o.53As/6nm InP. 
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As can be seen in fig. 4.8, if two parallel interfaces (angle of incidence is zero) are 

separated by an air interstice smaller than the wavelength (here 1.55J.tm), the 

transmittances are 71% of the incident power (i.e., 1.55dB optica} transmission loss). 

The angle of incidence of a ( 111) facet is 54 °, which means that when these occur only 

50% ofthe signalis transmitted (i.e., 3dB opticalloss). 

4.2.2 Loss by vertical misalignment 

Vertical misalignment of the ingrown region with respect to the original waveguide film 

introduces additional optica} loss due to the change of overlap of the field profile. The 

field distribution in a ridge waveguide has been calculated by the effective index 

method39
. For the structure used in this investigation the field distribution in a 2 and 4 

J.lm wide waveguide is shown in fig. 4. 9. The guided mode of the light spreads out over 

the MQW core and adjacent materiaL The computation of an effective index and a mode 

profile in a non-absorbing three-dimensional waveguide have been done with a scalar 

finite-element metbod used in program 'femsc' 40
. In fig. 4.10 the coupling efficiency 

between two coupled waveguides as a function of the vertical misalignment ( called off

set) is shown for 2 and 4J.lm wide waveguides. This coupling efficiency is computed with 

the program 'overlap' for a range of off-sets between perfectly matebed (off-set = 0 

gives efficiency = 1) to totally vertically misaligned (off-set = 1 gives an efficiency of 

nearly zero).41 

Figure 4.9 Intensity field profiles calculated by program 'femsc' of monomode waveguides of 

(A) 2j.l.m (N= 3.251) and (B) 4j.l.m width (N= 3.258). 
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Figure 4.10 Efficiencies resulting from vertical misalignment (off-set) of waveguides of 2J.Lm and 

4J.Lm width, which are calculated by program 'overlap'. 

A misalignment by half of the waveguide thickness (i.e., 0.3j...lm) means that only less 

than 30% ofthe optical signalis transmitted (i.e., 5.2dB opticalloss). Iftwo ofsuch non

vertical connections in coupled waveguides are present less than 1 0% of the initial 

optical signalis transmitted (i.e., 10.4dB loss). As can beseen in fig. 4.10, the efficiency 

is not sensitive to the waveguide width. This Optiealloss mechanism has major influence 

on the optical transmission; in particular, if more than one regrown area is required. 

4.2.3 Transmission set-up 

In fig. 4.11 the measurement set-up for the optical characterisation of waveguides is de

picted schematically. The opties are mounted on an optical table to eliminate vibrations. 

Light of fixed TE polarisation from a laser souree is end-fire coupled into a waveguide 

with an anti-reflection (AR) coated microscope objective (40x enlargement). The sample 

is mounted on a micro-manipulator, which allows the position of the sample to be 

adjusted in three directions. To optimise the light input an IR-camera is used to monitor 
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Figure 4.11 Schematic transmission set-up for the optical characterisation ofwaveguides by Fabry

Perot resonance technique of transmission measurement. Light of a laser is coupled 

into a waveguide by microscope objectives and measured by a Ge-diode detector. 

the spot reflected at the cleaved front end of the waveguide. The light emanating from 

the waveguide is imaged by an anti-reflection coated microscope objective ( 40x 

enlargement) either onto an IR-camera for positioning purposes or onto a Ge-diode 

detector. By the use of lenses and a pinhole the optica! path is centered onto the 

detector. The photocurrent of the detector is fed into a transimpedance amplifier. Lock

in detection is used to increase the sensitivity. A computer controls the measurement and 

records the detected signal. lf the cleaved facets of the waveguide have not been anti

reflection coated and the wavelength is swept, the interference of multiple reflections on 

the facets produces Fabry-Perot (FP) fringes. 

The waveguide loss is measured with the Fabry-Perot (FP) resonance metbod at a 

wavelength around À = 1550nm. A Distributed Feedback semiconductor laser (DFB 

laser) is used, due to its large coherence length. The wavelength of the laser is tuned by 

heating the laser with a Peltier element (about lnm/°C). To measure the attenuation of a 

waveguide the intensity modulation of FP-resonances in the waveguide cavity is 

employed. The cleaved facets which determine the boundaries of a waveguide, form a 

Fabry-Perot cavity. The transmission through this resonator is a function of the 

wavelengthand the loss between the mirror facets. The loss a [cm-1
] ofthe waveguide is 

given by42 
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(4.8) 

in which L [cm] is the cavity length, CR the FP-resonator contrast denoting the ratio of 

maximum to minimum transmitted intensity of the resonator at different wavelengths, 

and R the facet reflectivity. 

If the waveguide loss a is larger than ?dB, the FP-resonance technique cannot be used 

anymore, since the maximum and minimum of cavity resonances will not be well

resolved. Additionally, in case of an ingrown waveguide the reflections at 

interconnections form also cavities introducing additional resonance fringes. In this case 

a relative measurement is used to compare the transmission of a reference waveguide 

with the transmission of a high-loss ingrown waveguide. Then, in the experimental set-up 

of fig. 4.11 a semiconductor laser with a broad spectrum (short coherence length) is 

used. 
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5 Results and discussion 

5.1 SEM cross sections 

As shown in fig. 1.1, problems may exist at the interconnections between structures. By 

means of SEM the shape of the ingrowth is studied. In fig. 5.1 cross sectional SEM 

photographs show embedded SAE of sample 1 on a 2° off-oriented (100) InP substrate. 

The recessin which structure I is grown is etched by RIE, providing no under-etch and 

giving almost vertical and slightly rough side-walls. 

A most striking feature is enhanced vertical growth at the side-walls of the recess, which 

we call an 'ear'. In theears the MQW region can be distinguished possibly of a different 

thickness than of the ingrown structure. In direction [0-11] in fig. 5.1A the 'ears' are 

bounded by (100), (110) and (111)A planes. The (111)A facet grows slowly with respect 

to the (110) and (100) facets, although they receive the same amount of group lil 

species. As discussed in paragraph 3.2, the smallest nucleus for growth on (111)A is 

three group V and one group lil atom. Sample 1 is grown with a V /lil ratio of 3. 8 and 

therefore one may expect slower growth of the (111)A plane. In fig. 5.1B the ears in 

direction [0-11] are ended by (100), (110) and a small (111)B facet. The (111)B facet 

grows slower than the (100) and (110) facets. The smallest nucleus for growth on 

(111)B is three group lil atoms and a single group V atom (see paragraph 3.2). Under 

the group V excess the growth rateon (111)B facetsis higher than on (111)A, as follows 

from comparison ofboth facet lengths in figs. 5.1A and 5.1B. The vertical growth at the 

side-walls is bounded by (110) facetsin both [011] and [0-11] direction. The facet length 

of a (110) facet is larger than or equals the (111)A facet, which is larger than the (111)B 

facet. 

Consiclering the rates for growth under group V excess on the different crystallographic 

planes, the following sequence can be made. The growth rateon a 2° off-oriented (100) 

surface is highest, followed by the growth rateon (111)B. The growth rateon a (111)B 

surface depends on the formation of a cri ti cal nucleus, while the growth rate on a ( 111 )A 

surface depends on both cri ti cal nucleus formation and the V /lil ratio, which should be 

much larger than three. The slowest growing surface will be (11 0). 60 
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T (A) B 

L (B) R 

SEM photographs of sample 1 along (A) [0 11] direction and (B) [0-11] direction. The 

recesses are RIE etched. Marker represents 111m. 
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The diffusion length on the various facets relates to the availability of dangling bonds to 

react with the migrating molecules and the nucleus which has to be formed.61 The 

migration ofmaterial from (110) towards (111) and (100) planes can be distinguished in 

fig. 5.1. This has been discussed in paragraph 3.3 . 

Within 1 J.lm distance from the etched side-walls, embedded growth is not performed 

ideally due to shadowing of the side-walls. The ears result in additienat shadowing. In 

fig. 5.1 A SEM photographs of sample 1 show no material supply to the shadowed 

conneetion region in [011] direction. The symmetrie shape of the regrowth, which is 

bounded by (111)A facets, and the somewhat uneven surface ofthe waveguide core are 

striking features. In this direction the ingrowth result in poor lateral connection. In 

contrast, lateral conneetion and smooth layers are achieved in the [0-11] direction as 

shown in the SEM images in fig. 5.1B. On this 2° off-oriented substrate preferential step

up diffusion in [0-11] direction enhances group III species diffusion towards 

interconnection R. Anisotropic surface diffusion in [0 1-1] direction takes place as a 

result ofthe (2x4) surface reconstruction ofthe (100) surface. This is again evident from 

fig . 5.1A in which diffusion is absent in the [011] direction resulting in the symmetrie 

ingrowth and the rougher layers. Since diffusion is directed along [0-11 ], lateral 

conneetion can only be achieved and improved in this direction. 

In order to successfully conneet different structures on the same wafer, it is necessary to 

etch a recess without under-etch and with well-defined side-walls on which no ear 

formation can take place. Therefore, a combination of RIE foliowed by wet-chemically 

etching using diluted Br2:CH30H is used to tailor the side-walls as mentioned in 

paragraph 2.3 (see fig. 2.6B). Figs. 5.2A-B show SEM views of sample 2 in respectively 

[011] and [0-11] direction. In sample 2 the formation of ears at the side-walls is entirely 

suppressed. Nevertheless, the features of preferential and anisotropic diffusion are still 

clearly visible in sample 2: diffusion preferentially along [0-11] results in the symmetrie 

ingrowth in direction [011] and step-up diffusion provides more deposition at 

interconnection R. Unfortunately, a recess depth fluctuation over sample 2 has been 

determined by further investigations by SEM and alpha-stepper. 
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T (A) B 

L (B) R 

SEM photographs of sample 2 along (A) [0 11] direction and (B) [0-11] direction. The 

recesses are RIE etched foliowed by wet-chemically etching using diluted Br2:CH30H. 

Marker represents 1 J.Lffi. 
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5.2 SRPL results 

Crystallographic effects and the occurrence ofvariation in composition and thickness will 

lead to changes in the bandgap and the absorption of the waveguide materiaL The PL is a 

function of QW composition and thickness. The full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) of 

the signal indicates the QW interface quality, which is affected by fluctuations in well 

thickness and terrace lengths. 

We first discuss waveguide-waveguide coupling which is made by growing a similar 

waveguide in a secend step inside a recess etched into the original waveguide film. In 

order to quantify the extent and nature of the difference in growth behaviour at the 

lateral connections of coupled waveguides SRPL measurements are made over the 

interconneet area. The lateral resolution is determined by spot-size only and is not 

influenced by exciton diffusion at 4.2K. At the interconneet region the PL signal is 

composed of a signal from the originally grown waveguide, a signal from the regrown 

waveguide and possibly a contribution of the unknown interconneet effects. The 

nomendature of the SRPL scan directions which is used in the following descriptions, is 

outlined in fig. 5.3. The scanning direction is always from originally grown waveguide 

(structure 0) to regrown waveguide (structure I, 11 or III). For every direction the 

relative position is calibrated at the middle of the interconnection. The PL intensity of 

structure 0 measured at a point well-removed from the interconnection, thus without any 

influence ofthe interconneet region, is considered as 'standard' structure 0. 

[0-1-1] 

L 

Figure 5.3 

[0-11) 

Structure 0 T 
or substrate 

L---lr--
Structure 
I, 11 orll 

B 

-------R 

SRPL scanning directions T (Top), B (Bottom), L (Left) and R (Right). The arrows 

denote the scanning direction and the relative position is calibrated at the middle of the 

interconnection. 
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5.2.1 Sample 1 

The development of the PL wavelength spectrum of sample 1 at 4K over the 

interconneet region is monitored using 2Jlm steps in four directions is shown in fig. 5.4. 

The PL spectrum transfarms from consisting entirely of signa! from the standard 

structure 0 (1292nm or 0.960eV) to that of the standard structure I (1285nm or 

0.965eV) over a distance ofabout 15Jlm. The ratio ofthe PL peak intensities ofstandard 

structure 0 to I is approximately 3. The FWHMs of the PL signals from standard 

structure 0 and I are 26.5nm (19.7meV) and 22.8nm (17.1meV) respectively. As can be 

concluded from these PL wavelengtbs and FWHMs, the waveguide structures are of 

camparabie quality. At the interconneet region the PL signa! broadens to at most a 

FWHM of57nm (42meV). 

The PL signa! develops over the interconnection areas in each direction in a different 

way; the signals change over different spatial ranges and exhibit different shapes. In 

direction T in fig. 5.4 the PL peak shifts to the slightly lower wavelength value of 

structure I and shows additional PL broadening at the longer wavelength near the 

interconneet region. The PL peak in direction B (fig. 5.4) changes over a distance of 

12Jlm by first asymmetrie broadening of the low wavelength side of the peak and then 

develops a higher wavelength tail. The development of the PL peak in direction L in fig. 

5. 4 differs significantly from the other directions. Over a distance of 12 Jlm the PL peak 

broadens asymmetrically toa FWHM of 57nm. In direction R which is shown in fig. 5.4 

the PL peak is symmetrie and sharp over 1 ÜJ.lm range. This could indicate varia ti ons in 

layer thicknesses or composition at the interconnections in different directions. Also, the 

range could be enlarged due to broadening of the SRPL spot-size. 

A disadvantage, however, of the fact that the PL peaks of structure 0 and I are at 

approximately the same wavelength is that resolving their respective contributions to the 

interconnection peak is difficult. To unravel their contributions computer simulations are 

done. The PL signals from standard structure 0 and standard structure I are scaled with 

the geometrie part of the scanning spot covering the specific structure. Then, the scaled 

spectra are added for every lateral position. By subtraction of this simulated PL signa! 

with the measured one, the unknown interconnection effect can be separated. However, 

these simulations could not reveal the phenomena at the interconneet area. 

Fora second time, the SRPL measurements are taken with a step-size of 1 Jlm. In fig. 

5.5 the PL energy ditTerences of structure 0 and of structure I with respect to standard 
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Figure 5.4 The development of the SRPL wavelength spectrum of sample 1 in direction T, B, L 

and R. Going from top to bottorn in the tigure means scanning from original structure 

0 to regrown structure I over the interconnection in 2J..Lm steps. 
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are shown for the directions T, B, L and R separately. The measurement inaccuracy is 

2me V. The lateral range over which the PL peak changes is for all directions 5 to 1 OJ.lm. 

The SEM views in fig. 5.1 show a interconnection region of about 1J..tm, which suggests 

that the SRPL spot-sizeis larger than 1J..tm. The PL energy difference of structure I is in 

every direction positive. SEM cross sections of sample 1 in fig. 5. 1 show enhanced 

vertical growth at the side-walls of the recess, which is a possible explanation for the 

positive energy difference. The lower growth rate of the facets which bound the ear 

results in thinner QWs and consequently in a higher PL energy. However, the influence 

of the ear formation cannot be quantified. 

5.2.2 Sample 2 

In order to avoid growth at the edges of the mask in sample 2 the RIE etched recess has 

been wet-chemically etched using diluted Br2:CH30H. SRPL wavelength spectra which 

are separated by steps of 1J..tm, are collected at the interconneet area in both 

perpendicular directions. In fig. 5. 7 the developments of the SRPL spectra from structure 

0 (1290nm or 0.961eV) to structure 11 (1261nm or 0.983eV) over the interconnection 

are shown. The FWHM of the individual PL peaks of standard structure 0 and regrown 

structure 11 is respectively 27nm (20meV) and 26nm (20meV). The small FWHM 

indicates that the quality of structure 11 is comparable to structure I. 

The development of the PL peak of the regrown structure can clearly be followed. The 

transition is complete over approximately 15Jlm. The different directions show a very 

similar trend in every direction. The PL signal changes cannot be related to shape of the 

interconnections which are shown in the SEM cross sections of fig. 5.2. The large 

distance over which the signal develops cannot be ascribed to the formation of 

interconnection facets since those are absent. A combination of varia ti on in composition 

and layer thickness at the same position could be a possible cause. Computer simulations 

are carried out and do not give insight into the contributing factors of the PL peak at the 

interconnection. 

For a second time, SRPL measurements are done by 1J..tm step-size over the 

interconnection of sample 2. In fig. 5.6 the intensities of the two PL peaks from 

structures 0 and 11 versus lateral position on the interconnection are shown for all 

directions. The measurement accuracy in intensity measurement is 500 counts. No 

significant differences along various directions can be distinguished. The intensity ratio of 

standard structure 0 to standard structure 11 is 2. The transition region is approximately 
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Figure 5.6 PL intensities of sample 2 in directions T, B, L and R. 

5J.lm. Therefore, the spot-size is expected to be larger than the geometrie spot diameter 

of 1J.lm. This is probably due to focusing inaccuracy. The energy differences of the PL 

signal from structure 0 and regrown structure II with respect to standard are shown in 

fig. 5.8. In all directions small energy shifts are observed. The lateral range over which 

the energy transition from structure 0 to II takes place, is for all directions 

approximately 5J.lm. This agrees with fig. 5.6 in which the positions at which the PL 

intensities of both structures start decreasing are the borders of the interconneet area. 

However, if well thickness or compositional variations are present, these are impossible 

to distinguish over a distance of 5 J.lm. 

In the SRPL measurements on sample 2 no energy or intensity shift can be distinguished 

in the PL signal at the interconneet region. The post-treatment by chemica! etching with 

diluted Br2:CH30H to tailor the side-walls ofthe recess removes a lot ofproblems at the 

edges of the interconneet region. This is advantageous for the optical assessment of the 

connection, since it is clear that the contribution of the ears is eliminated. However, in 

the SEM photographs offig. 5.2 a different growth behaviour at the interconneet region 

is seen in different directions which does not appear in the SRPL measurements of 

sample 2. As mentioned in paragraph 4.1 the PL signal depends on composition as well 

as layer thickness. However, the effect on the PL signal of a change in composition can 

be totally compensated by a simultaneous change in layer thickness. 
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5.2.3 Sample 3 and sample 4 

SRPL measurements can reveal variations in composition or in layer thickness. The 

simultaneous occurrence of both effects can compensate their respective contributions to 

the PL signal: a thicker well width could balance an excess of Ga or a thinner well width 

could be compensated by a In surplus. The PL dependences on composition and on layer 

thickness have to be separated in order to investigate the growth at the interconnection. 

Hereto, a structure (structure III) containing four QWs of different thicknesses (3, 5, 12 

and 20nm), which are separated by InP harriers, has been grown embedded into recesses 

etched in a (100) InP substrate. As mentioned in chapter 3.1, growth also depends on the 

substrate orientation. In order to investigate the influence of the substrate orientation, 

structure III is grown on a 2° off-oriented substrate (sample 3) as well as on an exactly 

oriented substrate (sample 4). Simultaneously, a reference sample has been grown onto 

an unmasked 2° off-oriented substrate. 

The SRPL spectra from the middle of the reference sample and of samples 3 and 4 are 

shown in figs. 5.9A-C. In table I the PL energies and FWHMs are summarised. The 

spectrum of sample 3 is identical to the reference sample, which are both grown on the 

same substrate orientation. This again proves the high quality of the growth in recesses. 

The PL energies of sample 4 are higher than those of the reference sample and sample 3 

and differ more for the thinner QWs. The larger growth rateon the misoriented substrate 

of sample 4, which results in thicker QWs, accounts for the PL shift to lower energy. As 

can be concluded from fig. 4.4 this effect is more significant for thinner QWs. Further, 

the FWHMs of sample 4 are smaller than those of the reference sample and sample 3. A 

decrease in FWHMs of sample 4 results from a decrease in well thickness fluctuations. 

These thickness fluctuations can be either due to a step density on the surface resulting 

from substrate misorientation or due to rough interfaces. This is in particular true in the 

case that the well width is small. 
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PL spectra on the middle of (A) the reference sample, (B) sample 3 and (C) sample 4. 

Transition energies and FWHMs of structure lil consisting of 3, 5, 12 and 20nm QWs, 

of the reference sample, sample 3 and sample 4 which are shown in fig. 5.8A-C. The 

last column gives the calculated QW thickness. 

reference sample 3 sample 4 

Etrans (eV) FWHM Etrans (eV) FWHM Etrans (eV) FWHM d calculated 

(me V) (me V) (me V) (om) 

0.920 13.2 0.918 14.3 0.937 9.0 3.02 ±1 

0.873 9.3 0.872 9.0 0.879 6.5 4.68±1.2 

0.824 8.1 0.823 7.3 0.818 6.7 10.98±5.5 

0.800 8.3 0.800 7.3 0.797 6.6 bulk 
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By SRPL measurements of samples 3 and 4 compositional or thickness variations are 

investigated over the interconneet regions. The SRPL measurements are taken by 1, 2 or 

4J..lm steps and the inaccuracy is 2meV. In the four directions of sample 3 the energy 

ditierences of the 3, 5, 12 and 20nm QWs with respect to the PL spectrum from the 

middle ofthe structure III (standard structure III) are shown in fig. 5.10. Remarkably, in 

every direction the energy shift of all QWs stays zero. This suggests that there are no 

thickness and composition variations. In fig. B.1 in appendix B SEM photographs of 

sample 3 are given, showing different interconneet regionsin [011] and [0-11] directions. 

In the SEM images the interconneet region is about 1 J..lm in all directions. The PL 

intensity developments which correspond to fig. 5.1 0, are displayed in fig. 5 .11. The 

range over which the PL intensity decreases in directions T, B, LandRis 5 to 10)..lm as 

expected and previously shown for sample 2 in fig. 5.6. 

The energy ditierences ofthe 3, 5, 12 and 20nm QWs of sample 4 with respect to the PL 

signalof standard structure III in directions T, B, LandRare shown in fig. 5.12. SEM 

images of sample 4 in appendix B show symmetry in both [011] and [0-11] direction due 

to the exactly oriented substrate. This agrees with the energy shifts (fig. 5.12) in every 

direction which are negligible small within the measurement inaccuracy. Some fortuitous 

energy shifts of the smallest QWs (3nm and 5nm) in directions L and R are seen. For 

small QWs a decreasein thickness by one monolayer results in a large energy shift as can 

beseen in fig. 4.4. For the specific QWs (3nm and 5nm) a decrease ofthe well thickness 

by a single monolayer accounts for an energy shift of 20me V and 5me V respectively. As 

can be seen in appendix B, the well thickness slightly decrease over a distance of 

approximately 0.3J..lm from the edges. As the spot-size is larger than the feature, some 

contribution in the PL spectrum is found (i.e., positive energy shift). 

The PL intensity developments which correspond to fig. 5 .12, are shown in fig. 5.13. 

The PL intensity decrease is as expected, but the distance over which the decrease can be 

observed is slightly larger. However, no evidence from the SEM photographs (see 

appendix B) is given for this larger distance which is approximately 15J..lm. The only 

possibility is that the SRPL spot-size is increased, which is quite probable since during 

this measurement set a temperature drift over the six hours' recording time was present. 
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Figure 5.10 PL energy differences of the 3, 5, 12 and 20nm wells of sample 3 with respect to 

standard structure lil versus relative position at the interconnection. 

Figure 5.11 PL intensities of the 3, 5, 12 and 20nm wells of sample 3 with respect to standard 

structure lil versus relative position at the interconnection. 
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standard structure lil versus relative position at the interconnection. 

Figure 5.13 PL intensities of the 3, 5, 12 and 20nm wells of sample 4 with respect to standard 

structure lil versus relative position at the interconnection. 
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5.3 SRPL discussion 

Summarising the SEM and SRPL results, the following conclusions may be drawn. From 

fig. 5 .1 it is clear that regrowth in only RIB etched recesses gives rise to large features 

protruding above the mask due to an enhanced vertical growth at the side-walls. In these 

features Gaxin1.xAs QWs can beseen in (100) as wellas (111)A,B and (110) planes. The 

thickness and composition of the Gaxlnt-xAs layers cannot be resolved by SRPL. 

Nevertheless, in SRPL measurements some blue-shifi (energy increase) can be observed 

over a distance of about 5J..tm from the lateral interconneet region. Most likely, this 

energy shift is due to contributions to the total PL signa! of the Gaxint-xAs layers, grown 

on the various crystallographic orientations. As shown in fig. 5.2, theears can be avoided 

with a post-RIB wet-chemica! treatment using Br2:CH30H. 

In SRPL measurements increase of the PL peaks related to the original waveguide and 

the regrown structure can be clearly resolved when scanning over a distance of 20J..tm 

over the lateral interconneet region. The SEM photographs of sample 2 in fig. 5.2 show 

an well-localised interconneet region of 1J..tm. However, the intensities of regrowth and 

originally grown waveguide decrease over 5J..tm as seen in fig. 5.6. Therefore, it may be 

concluded that the SRPL spot-size (sampling area) is most likely larger than lJ..tm2; we 

estimate about 20J..tm2. In sample 2 the change of PL position of the selectively grown 

layers is smaller than in sample 1, but is too small to be quantitatively interpretable. It is 

remarkable that the difference along the various interconneet regions as revealed by SEM 

does not give rise to significant changes in the PL spectra. 

SEM photographs of sample 3 and 4 (appendix B) which are grown on 2° off-oriented 

and nominally exactly oriented substrates respectively and of which the recesses are RIB 

etched and wet-chemically treated using Br2:CH30H, show again good ingrowth of the 

recesses and absence of ears. The over-all features of sample 3 are similar to sample 2. 

The exactly oriented substrate shows a very symmetrical ingrowth both in [011] and 

[ 0-11] directions. 

Again, as the previous two samples, the PL intensity decreases over a distance of more 

than 5J..tm from each lateral interconneet Also sample 3, grown on 2° off-oriented 

substrate like sample 1 and 2, shows a negligible energy shift of all four PL peaks near 

the interconnection. In sample 4 the PL peaks are more narrow, indicating large step 

separation or atomically smooth interfaces and have slightly higher energy due to the 
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lower growth rate. It seems that the two narrowest quanturn wells in the R and L scans 

show an energy shift of maximally 15 meV. This would point to a decreasing QW 

thickness at these two interconnections. Some evidence for this can be seen in fig. B.2 in 

appendix B, where over a range of approximately 0.3J.!m indeed some decrease in 

Gaxln1.xAs layer thickness can be observed. Again, the spot-size is too large and the 

details are too small to make a true quantitative analysis possible. 
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5.4 Optical transmission results 

Transmission measurements are performed on 2, 3 and 4J.tm wide ridge waveguides, 

which are processed in sample 1 and 2 along either [011] direction or [0-11] direction. 

The mask lay-out in fig. 2.3 shows the ingrown lengths of the structures I and II 

respectively of the ingrown waveguides. The waveguide loss of waveguides without 

regrowth, which are called standard waveguides, is determined by Fabry-Perot resonance 

measurements and is about 1 to 2dB. The transmission loss of the waveguides with 

regrowth is measured relatively to the standard waveguides. This provides the 

transmission loss due to regrowth of the structures I and II which originates from either 

the two interconnections or the quality of the regrown materiaL 

5.4.1 Sample 1 

The transmission of 2, 3 and 4J.tm wide ridge waveguides on sample 1 along the [011] 

direction versus the ingrown length is shown in fig. 5.14A. At an ingrown lengthof zero, 

the transmission of the standard waveguides is given. F or every waveguide width the 

average transmission is about -15dB. No dependenee on the ingrown length can be 

distinguished; so the material quality of the ingrown structure is comparable with the 

originally grown. Therefore, the optical loss can be considered to originate from the 

interconnections only. As seen from the small spread in transmission loss values the 

ingrowth can be concluded being reproducible. From the best results of every set it can 

be concluded that if the waveguide is wider, more signal is transmitted. Ho wever, on this 

scale of transmission loss the influence on the transmission of an increase in waveguide 

width from 2 to 4 Jlm is more or less negligible. In the SEM views of fig. 5. 1 A the 

symmetrie, but not ideal interconnections in this direction are shown. The transmission of 

waveguides directed along [0-11] is displayed in fig. 5.14B. Again, nodependenee on the 

ingrown length of structure I can be observed. The spread in transmission values is 

larger. If only the best waveguide transmissions are considered it can be concluded that 

better transmission is achieved in this direction compared to the [011] direction. As 

shown in the SEM pictures of fig. 5.1 B we have here asymmetrie interconnections, so it 

could be possible that the loss is caused by only the interconnection at side L. 

5.4.2 Sample 2 

The transmission lossof 2, 3 and 4J.tm wide ridge waveguides on sample 2 along [011] 

direction versus the ingrown lengthof structure II is shown in fig. 5.15A. The standard 

waveguides (at an ingrown length is zero) exhibita large variatien in transmission. Bad 
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cleavage of the incoupling facets could be a possible eau se for this as is evident from the 

spread in data of the standard waveguide. Unfortunately, in this particular sample a 

difference in recess depth up to 0.3Jlm was present. Only few waveguides containing 

regrown material transmit light. Obviously, poor planarisation of the waveguides 

introduces large transmission losses. However, a best transmission of -3dB in 3J.lm wide 

waveguides is achieved. The transmission of waveguides in [0-11] direction is shown in 

fig. 5.15B. SEM investigation reveals bad planarisation of the coupled waveguides, 

especially in the areas of the 2 and 4Jlm wide waveguides. The growth of the lower 

cladding layer thickness of the regrowth is always determined such that the waveguides 

on the middle of the wafer are planarised. Therefore, the 3 Jlm waveguides are best 

planarised and give a lewest transmission loss. 

5.5 Transmission discussion 

The best waveguides which exhibit the lewest loss can be considered as the quality that 

is obtainable for all waveguides if the growth and processing are perfectly optimised. 

Therefore, the singular best transmission results of three different waveguide widths in 

both perpendicular directions are displayed for sample 1 and 2 in respectively figs. 5.16 

and 5.17. The opticalloss analysis as discussed in paragraph 4.3 is applied to sample 1 

and 2. The optica! losses of the interconnections can originate from faceting due to 

reflection at air interstices, vertical misalignment of both waveguides and ear formation. 

The theoreticalloss of TE-polarised light at an air interstice formed by single ( 111) facet 

(which is sloped by 54° with respect to (100)) is 3dB (see paragraph 4.3.1). Vertical 

misalignment by half ofthe waveguide width (i.e. 0.3Jlm) is calculated to be 10.4dB for 

two misaligned interconnections (see paragraph 4.3 .2). 

The SEM cross sections of sample 1 in fig. 5.1 show faceting and ears. The best 

transmission results of sample 1 in [011] direction are displayed in fig. 5.16A. In this 

direction both interconnections are bounded by a (111) facet (see fig. 5.1A) resulting in a 

theoretica! transmission loss of two times 3dB (solid line in fig. 5.16A). We measure a 

best transmission of -9dB, thus 3dB larger optical loss than expected. In the [0-11] 

direction at only one interconnection a (111) facet is present (see SEM views in fig. 

5.1B), so we expect here a smaller Optiealloss of at least 3dB (solid line in fig. 5.16B). 

In fig. 5.16B a slightly larger loss is measured for the best transmission in [0-11] 

direction (ldB larger). As expected due to the better interconnections, the [0-11] 

direction gives smaller best transmission losses than [011] direction. In fig. 5.16 the 
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theoretically expected losses due to faceting is given by a solid line smce the 

interconnections are reproducible. A possible reason for the fact that the optical loss is 

always larger than theoretically expected, is the formation of ears at the interconneet 

areas. 

The enhanced vertical growth at the side-walls of the recess (i.e., ear formation) is 

suppressed by wet-chemically post-treatment with Br2:CH30H in sample 2. Also, the 

reshaped side-walls exhibit good material conneetion (no air interstices), as can be seen 

in the SEM cross sections in fig. 5.2. Therefore, low-loss interconnections are possible. 

Unfortunately, SEM investigations reveal that the etch steps have not provided sufticient 

uniformity in recess depth over sample 2 to improve on sample 1. The SEM cross 

sections of sample 2 (see fig. 5.2) show vertical misalignment. The theoreticalloss due to 

vertical misalignment by half of the waveguide cores is given by a dotted line in fig. 5. 1 7. 

This is a dashed line since the misalignment can vary over the sample. The regrowth is 

determined by the recess depth at the middle ofthe sample (i.e., 3J.lm wide waveguides). 

Forthese well-planarised waveguides the best transmission achieved is only -3dB for two 

interconnections of a 3J.lm wide waveguide in [0 11] direction. 

It is concluded that although faceting, vertical misalignment and ear formation introduce 

losses of the optical signal, the depth uniformity is of major importance. 
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6 Conclusions 

The development of optica} characterisation techniques is of major importance for the 

investigation of integrated optoelectronic structures. Quantitative interpretation of the 

measurements should be made possible in order to be able to improve the integrated 

structures by means ofthe growth and processing parameters of multi-step epitaxy. 

With the reptacement of a normallens by a laserscan microscope objective, the geometrie 

SRPL spot diameter has been decreased from 40Jlm to lJ..lm. In practice the spot 

diameter is broadened to 5Jlm due to focusing instabilities. Thus, variations in 

compositions or thicknesses at the interconnections, which are according to SEM images 

in the order of lJ..lm, are too small to quantify with SRPL. lt is doubtful whether another 

technique such as cathodoluminescence can resolve the effects near the interconnections. 

The SRPL measurements do not reveal interconnection effects in layer thickness and 

composition teading to bandgap variations which could contribute to additional damping 

of transmitted light of 1. 5 5Jlm. 

The SRPL measurements on a masked sample compared with its unmasked reference 

sample reveal that regrowth quality is excellent. The PL technique in general is sensitive 

on thickness, composition and interface roughness. In our measurements, we have 

observed PL peak shifts which could be attributed to a QW thickness change of one 

monolayer (0.3nm) at most. Additionally, the FWHM of the PL peak reveals interface 

roughness on monolayer scale. This has been demonstrated by the decreased FWHMs of 

the PL peaks observed from the structure regrown in the exactly oriented substrate as 

compared to the PL linewidths of the structure grown in the misoriented substrate. This 

shows that on the 2° off-oriented substrate the surface terraces are smaller than the 

exciton diameter. 

Finally, we mention that SRPL does reveal a blue-shifi when scanrung over the 

interconneet region with enhanced vertical growth at the side-walls of the recess. This 

can be related to the different thicknesses or compositions ofthe QWs grown in the 'ear'. 

In SEM photographs, enhanced vertical growth at the side-walls has been observed when 

the recess has only been etched by RIE. In order to avoid enhanced vertical growth at 

the mask edges, the side-walls have to be tailored by means of wet-chemically etching 
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using Br2:CH30H (0.1% solution in CH30H at room temperature). Furthermore, in 

order to reduce the effect of shadowing at the edges of the etched recesses their depth 

should be kept to a minimum. 

According to SEM images waveguide-waveguide coupling is more likely to be successful 

in the [0-11] direction. The regrown region viewed along [011] always shows a 

symmetrie shape bound by (111) facets. The different behaviour along these two 

directions can be explained by the preferential ditfusion of the group lil species along 

[0-11] direction. Ho wever, an asymmetrie shape of the ingrowth has been observed 

when growing on misoriented substrates. We attribute this to preferential ditfusion 

towards the step-up direction. It is recommended to grow on a substrate with as low 

misorientation as possible. 

The transmission results of sample 1 are quite reproducible, around -15dB, and show no 

influence on waveguide width nor on the length of the regrowth. This shows that the 

quality of the regrowth is cernparabie to the quality of the original material, which is in 

agreement with the SRPL measurements. This also demonstrates that the 

interconnections are similar in all cases. With sample 2, however, a rather large spread in 

damping has been found for the various regrown waveguides. 

To calculate the Optiealloss due to the interconnection we have introduced as possible 

causes the reileetion at an air interstice smaller than the wavelength and the vertical 

misalignment ofthe coupled waveguides. According to calculations, a single (111) facet 

reduces the optica! signal by 50%. SEM photographs of sample 1 show that the ingrowth 

in [011] direction is bounded on either side by a (111) facet, while in [0-11] direction the 

ingrowth is bounded by one ( 111) facet and the ether si de exhibits good material 

connection. The calculated loss due to this faceting only is respectively 6dB and 3dB, 

which is smaller than the average measured loss of 15dB. Additional losses must be 

attributed to ether factors. Poor planarisation of waveguides introduces a considerable 

loss of the optica! signal. Calculations predict that if the waveguides are misaligned by 

half of their waveguide thickness only 3 0% of the initia! op ti cal signal is transmitted per 

lateral interconnection. For two lateral interconnections this means an additional 10.4dB 

loss. Both SEM and transmission measurements confirm that ingrowth in [0-11] 

direction provides better conneetion as compared to [011]. 
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The mask lay-out proved to be appropriate for SRPL as well as transmission 

measurements. The measurements have shown that achieving high quality regrowth 

requires fabrication of well-defined side-walls and goed depth control over the whole 

wafer as well as optima! CBE growth conditions. Substrates of a very low misorientation 

reduce the asymmetry in lateral conneetion and can be expected to imprave the optica! 

performance of the grown waveguides. The first results reported here are promising as 

the best results give 3 dB transmission loss. 
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Appendix A 

Appendix A Sample description 

waveguide-waveguide coupling : sample 1 and sample 2 
sample 1 

sample 2 

structure 0 

: in RIE etched recesses in structure 0 is structure I regrown 

:in RIE etched recesses which are post-treated by Br2:CH30H, in 

structure 0 is structure II regrown 

VIII 

To investigate the conneetion of coupled waveguides, first an original waveguide 

consisting of 60 periods MQW of 3.5nm Gaxln1_xAs/7nm InP is grown onto a 2° off

oriented (100) InP substrates. The MQW film is vertically confined by 0.3J.lm thick InP 

cladding layers grown at a growth rate of0.182 nm/s and a V/III ratio of2.85. The InP 

harriers ofthe MQW are grown with a V/lil ratio of 3.8 and the growth rateis 0.091 

nm/s. For the Gaxln1-xAs wells a VIIII ratio of 1.75 and a TEGa/(TEGa+TMin) ratio of 

0.74 at a growth rate of0.195 nm/s are employed. The substrate temperature is 515°C. 

The Gaxin1-xAs composition is aimed to be lattice matebed to InP with a Ga fraction of 

0.47. However, x-ray experiments have revealed that the composition was tensile due to 

a Ga fraction of0.53. 

structure I 

In approximately 3 J.lm deep recesses which are etched by RIE into the original 

waveguide structure 0, structure I is grown which is aimed to be an identical waveguide. 

Structure I consists of a 60 periods MQW film of 3 .3nm Gaxln1-xAs/6.2nm InP 

sandwiched between a 1.3J..tm thick lower InP cladding layer and a 0.3J.lm thick upper 

InP cladding layer. Exactly the same V/lil ratios, TEGa/(TEGa+TMin) ratio and growth 

rat es and substrate temperature as used for structure 0. 

structure 11 

In . approximately 3 J.lm deep recesses which are etched by RIE foliowed by post

treatment with Br2:CH30H into the original waveguide structure 0, structure II is grown 

which is aimed to an identical waveguide. Structure II consists of a 60 periods MQW 

film of 3.3nm Gaxln1-xAs/6.2nm InP sandwiched between a l.6J..tm thick lower InP 

cladding layer and a 0.3J.lm thick upper InP cladding layers. Exactly the same VIIII 
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ratios, TEGa/(TEGa+ TMin) ratio and growtb rates and substrate temperature as 

mentioned above for strueture 0 and I are used. 

4 quanturn wells : sample 3 and sample 4 
sample 3 

sample 4 

:in RIE etebed reeesses wbieb are post-treated by Br2:CH30H, in 2° 

off-oriented towards (110) (100) InP substrate strueture Ill is grown 

: in RIE etebed reeesses whieb are post-treated by Br2:CH30H in 

nominally exaetly oriented (1 00) InP substrate strueture Ill is grown 

sample 3 - structure m 
In order to examine by PL tbe variations m eomposition or layer tbiekness of tbe 

regrowtb in a reeess, strueture III is grown in 3J..lm deep reeessesin a (100) InP substrate 

2° misoriented towards (11 0). Tbe reeesses are etebed by RIE and post-treated by 

Br2:CH30H. Strueture III eonsists of four Gaxint-xAs QWs of different tbieknesses (3-5-

12-20nm) First, a 0.6J..lm InP buffer layer is deposited using a V/III ratio of 2.85 and a 

growtb rate of0.17 nm/s. Tbe QWs are separated by 50nm InP harriers wbieb are grown 

at a V/III ratio of 3.8 and a growtb rate of 0.085 nm/s. Tbe Gaxin1_xAs wells, starting 

witb tbe 20nm well, are grown witb a V/III ratio of 1.75 and a TEGa/(TEGa+TMin) 

ratio of0.705 at a growtb rate of0.165 nm/s. Tbe Gaxin1-xAs eomposition is aimed to be 

lattiee matebed to InP with a Ga fraetion of0.47. Tbe substrate temperature is 515°C. 

sample 4 - structure m 
In order to examine by PL tbe variations m eomposition or layer tbiekness of tbe 

regrowtb in a reeess, strueture III is grown in 3 J..lm deep reeesses in a nominally exaetly 

(100) InP substrate. Tbe reeesses are etebed by RIE and post-treated by Br2:CH30H. 

Strueture III eonsists of four Gaxlnt-xAs QWs of different thieknesses (3-5-12-20nm) 

First, a 0.6J..lm InP buffer layer is deposited using a V/III ratio of2.85 and a growtb rate 

of 0.17 nm/s. Tbe QWs are separated by 50nm InP harriers wbieb are grown at a V/111 

ratio of 3.8 and a growtb rate of 0.085 nm/s. Tbe Gaxint-xAs wells, starting witb tbe 

20nm well, are grown witb a V/111 ratio of 1.75 and a TEGa/(TEGa+TMin) ratio of 

0. 705 at a growtb rate of 0.165 nmls. Tbe Gaxin1_xAs eomposition is aimed to be lattiee 

matebed to InP witb a Ga fraetion of0.47. Tbe substrate temperature is 515°C. 
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Appendix B SEM photographs of sample 3 and 4 

Figure B.l 

L R 

SEM cross sections of sample 3 along (A) [011] direction and (B) [0-11] direction. 
The recesses are RIE-etched and post-treated by wet-chemica! etch of diluted 
Br2:CH30H. Marker represents 1j.!m. Since the growth conditions are not ideal (high 
V /111 ratio as mentioned in appendix A) anisotropic diffusion in [0-11] direction is 
low, which can be observed from the symmetrie shape of the ingrowth. Consequently, 
lateral conneetion is not achieved. 
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Figure B.2 

XI 

T 

L R 

SEM cross sections of sample 4 along (A) [Oll] direction and (B) [0-ll] direction. 
The recesses are RIE-etched and post-treated by wet-chemica! etch of diluted 
Br2:CH30H. Marker represents l~m. Layer-by-layer growth on an exactly oriented 
substate provides longer time for ditfusion to take place. Therefore, better lateral 
connections in both directions can be observed. 
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